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Agenda

Castro/EVNA’s

Public
Meeting

Sept. 24, 2014, 7-9 PM
Castro Community Meeting Room
501 Castro St. (above BofA)
Addressing The Pink Elephant In The Room:
The Pink Saturday Meeting Recap

By Roy McKenzie, Hoodline. Printed with permission of the author and Hoodline,
Inc., http://hoodline.com/

Editors Note: For the past five years, Castro/EVNA has been monitoring
the evolution of Pink Saturday from a gay-focused, neighborhood event
into one that has exploded, much like Halloween did. We’ve actively
participated in discussions surrounding the quality and safety of the event
and ways to prevent it from getting out of hand. As President, I attended
the meeting on Wednesday, September 10th, along with several other
Board members. I had intended to write a piece for The Eureka! but, as
Roy McKenzie of the Castro Biscuit, now part of Hoodline did such an
amazing job, I asked Roy and Hoodline if they would allow us to reprint
it. They graciously agreed. Alan Beach-Nelson
[On Wednesday, September 10] the Eureka Valley Recreation
Center was filled with community members from all walks
of city life ready to talk about the pink elephant in the room.
Namely, what will the future of Pink Saturday look like?
Castro residents, event organizers, DJ’s, out-of-towners,
politicians, police, and activists all showed up to make it clear
that regardless of whether the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence
continue to host Pink Saturday or turn the event over to the
city, it can only continue if event organizers beef up security,
establish an earlier end time, and change the event programming.
If you missed the meeting or need a refresher, read on for a full
recap of what went down.
Pink Saturday continues on page 6

Regulating Short-Term Rentals

Amy Chan, Legislative Aide to David Chiu will speak
about his proposed legislation

Panel on Quality of Life and Crime issues

Featuring Scott Wiener, Captain Daniel Perea, oFFICER
Ted Lattig AND kEN cRAIG, cASTRO cOMMUNITY ON pATROL

Castro Cares

cbd Executive Director, Andrea aiello will discuss
this innovative Program FROM neighorhood Groups

Human Interest Topic

Local artist, Jessica Joy Jirsa will discuss her art
including a slideshow of some of her work.

Public Forum

A time set aside to discuss neighborhood issues

Regulating
Short-Term Rentals

By David Chiu, President, Board of Supervisors

Earlier this year, I introduced legislation
to regulate short-term rentals in San
Francisco. Although the City’s current
laws prohibit housing units from being
rented for fewer than 30 days, this
activity has been pervasive and largely left
unchecked. As a result, entire apartments have been converted
into year-round vacation rentals, further straining the housing
stock. These kinds of illegal hotel conversions must be stopped.
At the same time, I’ve heard from many residents who rent
short-term while they are traveling to help pay their rent and
make their mortgage. For students that travel during school
breaks, workers that travel for business, and working families
and seniors on a fixed income that travel during holidays, the
supplementary income helps them stay in their homes. I believe
it’s important to create some flexibility for permanent residents
while shutting down the speculators who are displacing San
Franciscans.
I think we can all agree that the status quo is simply not working.
That’s why I’ve proposed a regulatory framework to address
the problem. My legislation would prohibit short-term rental
activity in units that are not occupied by permanent residents,
and increases the penalties for violations and resources for
enforcement.
Chiu - Short-Term Rentals continued on page 9

ANNOUNCING CASTRO CARES
ADDRESSING QUALITY OF LIFE IN THE CASTRO & UPPER MARKET

By Andrea Aiello, Executive Director, Castro/Upper Market Community Benefit District

Everyone says they want to do
something about at-risk populations
and the consequences, now neighbors
in the Castro are turning their concerns
into action.

fund additional dedicated overtime
SFPD officers, plus Patrol Special
Police Officers and homeless outreach
services.

Castro Cares launches Friday September
19th. Under the leadership of the Castro/
Upper Market Community Benefit
District, a coalition of neighborhood
groups will bring additional, dedicated
resources to the Castro/Upper Market
from the San Francisco Department of
Public Health, the San Francisco Police
Department, and Patrol Special Police.
The initiative begins with the placement
in the Castro of a Homeless Outreach
Team case manager, funded by the
health department, to connect those
living on the streets with services.
When the full initiative rolls out over
the coming year, Castro Cares will

Castro Cares is the result of an effort
by a coalition of neighborhood groups,
organizations and businesses working
with District 8 Supervisor Scott Wiener,
who successfully championed for
$100,000 per year in city start-up funds
for two years.

Frustrated by the lack of progress in
resolving quality of life issues in the
Castro, the coalition has been meeting
biweekly since October 2013. Supervisor
Wiener facilitated meetings with the
SFPD and the Police Commission. The
coalition also met with HOPE Director
Bevan Dufty, SF Patrol Special Police,
and the Department of Public Health’s
Homeless Outreach Team (HOT).
“It soon became clear that at this time,
given current staffing levels, the police
do not have the resources to address
the issues to our satisfaction and neither
does the Homeless Outreach Team,”
said Andrea Aiello, Executive Director,
Castro/Upper Market Community
Benefit District. “We realized we can

THE BEST WAY TO
CREATE COMMUNITY
IS TO BE A PART OF IT.

Build a
bundle.
Save a
bundle.
Traci Hollander, Agent
Insurance Lic#: 0C19063
556 Castro Street
traci@tracihollander.com
Bus: 415-575-3775

A private fundraising campaign begins
in October with the goal of raising an
additional $235,000 per year.

E U R E K A VA L L E Y | M O R E T H A N H O M E

Bundle auto, home and life
for big State Farm discounts.
So let me show you how
State Farm can help protect all
the things that matter most –
for a lot less than you think.
GET TO A BETTER STATE.
CALL ME TODAY.
®

®

Mark D McHale
415.735.8037
BRE# 01243912
FB: sfrealtor

1203025

555 Castro Street
San Francisco, CA
www.vanguardsf.com

State Farm, Bloomington, IL
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continue to complain or we can try to enforcement to core affected areas in
do something ourselves. We opted for the CBD boundaries every week.”
the latter.”
To better determine the array of services
Members of the neighborhood provided by Castro Cares to those living
coalition
include:
Castro/Upper on the street, HOT surveyed 100 atMarket Community Benefit District, risk people on the street in the Castro/
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Upper Market regarding their needs,
Association,
Castro
Community demographics, etc. The analysis of
on Patrol, Most Holy Redeemer this data will help shape the services
Catholic Church, Duboce Triangle provided by Castro Cares. Services
Neighborhood Association, Hartford could comprise a range including, but
Street Neighbors, Collingwood Street not limited to, dedicated street outreach,
Neighbors, St. Francis Lutheran Church, medical care, case management, rooms,
Safeway, and Castro Merchants.
or help reuniting with family.
“The overall goal of Castro Cares is
to improve the quality of life for those
living on the street and for those who
live, work, and play in the Castro/Upper
Market,” said Alan Beach-Nelson,
President,
Castro/Eureka
Valley
Neighborhood Association. “When
fully funded, the program will provide
44 hours of outreach work to at-risk
populations and 51 hours of added

Greg Carey, Chief of Patrol, Castro
Community on Patrol said, “The idea is
to try to build relationships with people
over time and get them engaged in the
health and social service system.”
Daniel Bergerac, President, Castro
Merchants expressed optimism about
Castro Cares, explaining the services
will be spread randomly throughout a
24 hour period on a daily basis, “The

model is to provide dedicated police
and homeless related services, randomly
scheduled, 7 days a week throughout
the day and evening and across the
district. I believe it won’t happen over
night, but with dedicated services over
the program’s first year we will see and
notice a reduction in quality of life issues
in the neighborhood.”
Handy Resources for Home
Call 311 for:
Report Litter and Graffiti, St. Cleaning,
Abandoned Vehicles, St. Signs Missing/
Damaged, Pot Hole Repair

Police:

Non-Emergency: 553-0123
Report nuisance and non-urgent issues.
Always ask for a CAD #.
Mission Station: 558-5400

Homeless issues:

Community Awareness & Treatment
Service (CATS) non-emergency: 734-4233

Parking and Traffic Issues:

SFMTA Parking Enforcement: 5531200
SFMTA Parking Tickets: 701-3000

Dist. 8 Supervisor Scott Wiener:
554-6968, Scott.Wiener@sfgov.org

BECAUSE PAINTING IS PERSONAL™
At CertaPro Painters® of San Francisco, we
understand painting is personal for you,
because it’s personal for us and we have a
system to ensure your satisfaction.

NOW OFFERING
COLOR CONSULTATIONS!
Free for the first hour and $50 for
each additional hour.

INTERIOR &
EXTERIOR

Don’t Wait. Call Today!

1-800-462-3782

Or visit us online at
http://san-francisco.certapro.com/
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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is
committed to ensuring that the Castro
has a vibrant and active nightlife
and
a peaceful neighborhood.
All who live, work and play in our
neighborhood deserve a positive and
healthy community.
We are proud to help set the tone for
working in partnership with fellow
businesses, neighborhood leaders and
residents.
It’s about respect.
It’s about partnership.
It’s about fun.
CafeSF.com • Facebook.com/TheCafeSF • Twitter.com/TheCafeSF
The Café • 2369 Market St., San Francisco, CA 94114 • (415)834-5840
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Love Where You Live

moving trash receptacles. Not since the first time that Castro
Street was poured and paved has so much been exposed to the
by Mark D McHale, Resident and EVNA Board Member
sky above, swells of dust clouds and floating sand drifts, piles
History Unveiled
The last 8 months here on Castro Street have been exciting of dirt being heaved here and there, all to create something new.
and chaotic for residents and visitors. It has been a true test of Oftentimes, the only thing that kept tempers in check was the
stamina for all the merchants having to weather the downturn promise of something wonderful about to happen.
in shoppers and anemic sales numbers while the Sidewalk
In the last weeks,
Widening Project is being completed. Being a part of this
most of the big
massive commitment to make our neighborhood stronger and
splash
items
more attractive has been a testament to all who call the Castro
were
put
in
home. To the residents and merchants, the workers and tourists,
place, and the
the city employees and contractors, my hat is off to all who are
change in mood
making it happen.
was
palpable
as
visitors
and
It’s been exciting to watch the phased demolition of the
tourists poured
sidewalks, and interesting to discover the artifacts and abandoned
back into the area
connections that lay beneath the walkways since the days of
for
August
vacation.
The
lightposts
are
positioned
toward the
origin. It has been fascinating to watch the daily siege and retreat
new
curbs,
the
ginko
and
palm
trees
have
been
planted,
and the
of the contractors and engineers, having to tinker with their best
overhead
wiring
shrunk
down
to
size
over
the
reduced
lanes.
plans to come up with creative workarounds for all the many
surprises like unmapped water pipes and basement extensions The changes to the Jane Warner Park and Market Street are quite
welcome and needed. All that remains are some of the sidewalk
protruding from under buildings into the walkways.
furniture and fittings for completion. An amazing job by SF City
On many a trip to and back, it was hilarious to witness the engineers and Ghilotti Brothers Construction.
slow and jerky single file pedestrian processions leading up and
down the street; whole collections of wayfarers knotted up While the reconstruction project occurs on the large scale,
behind a bottleneck of construction barriers ahead in the path, unfolding over 3 dimensions and 6 city blocks, there is a
until it widened and they dispersed like cats out of a cage. The significant message delivered to observant passersby on the flat
street people jockeyed constantly for better perches outside of plane of the new sidewalks. The sidewalk contains dozens of
Walgreens, and Recology drivers struggled to keep servicing the notable quotes from people instrumental to the LGBT cause,
capturing significant moments in the advancement of our
history. The first installment of twenty gorgeous brass plaques
A Different Approach for SF’s
have been placed in the walkway as a means of commemorating
some of the heroes who came before us and make how we live
Different Real Estate Market:
our lives possible. The Rainbow Honor Walk is the culmination
Instead of another realtor
of a shared dream conceived and launched by our own David
picture, here’s evidence of
Perry and Isaac Lindenauer.
a new approach:

Fig. 1: Raffi the Dog
real estate dog
extraordinaire
Fig. 2: His Owner
Kevin K. Ho, ESQ.
realtor & lawyer
top producer

Go Fetch Real Estate Success Today.
(Raffi will help).

www.kevinho.co

415.875.7408

bre 01875957
sbn 233408

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

As you get out to
tour and become
familiar
with
our
remodeled
neighborhood,
you
will
be
immersed
in
living
history.
The Honor Walk,
the
etchings,
and other iconic
symbols help to catalog a movement and to educate participants
regarding a people who were courageous enough to break
new ground to be accepted into mainstream America. A local
resident and activist, Raphael Mandelman, put it best when he
said, “Neighborhoods change, it’s a part of life and urban life,
but something remarkable happened in the Castro over the last
decades that should never be forgotten.” My hat’s off to our
community, for having the vision and the courage to put this
most recent and unique chapter of history into stone as a legacy
to future generations of the LGBT community.
September - October 2014
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If the community had only came together as group to help
solve the problems of Halloween the same way it is now trying
to solve the issues with Pink Saturday, SF Pride president
Gary Virginia said that perhaps things could have turned out
differently for the October event. Waiyde Palmer, who worked
to organize some of the first Pink Saturday celebrations, said,
“Canceling it is a disservice to the community.” Palmer spoke
of the initial Pink Saturday celebrations as being political and
designed to celebrate the power of the GLBT community.

Pink Saturday continued from page 1

Solutions
Community member Bruce Beaudette shares his ideas on how to make Pink Saturday better
(Photos: Roy McKenzie/Hoodline)

To be or not to be

Throughout the event, moderator Sister Saki Tumi reminded
attendees to focus on how to keep the event alive, even as a
few community members expressed their desire to see the
event end. “The event has gotten so out of hand, I’m afraid
to be in my own neighborhood,” said Frank Pietro, a 15-year
Castro resident. “The event shouldn’t happen.” Other residents
mentioned feeling unsafe and upset about the mess left behind
from all the partiers.
But even though many attendees expressed their displeasure
surrounding the event, most seemed to agree that Pink Saturday
is important for the community and sending the event the way
of Halloween was not acceptable.

Many of the meeting attendees agreed that the event should
end earlier, noting that the turning point at which the event goes
from “magical to mess” (as Selma Soul put it) is around 8pm.
Supervisor Scott Wiener and San Francisco Mission Station
Police Chief Daniel Perea echoed the same sentiments.
Another complaint highlighted last night was that the event’s
programming is no longer centered around gay pride, queer
revolution, or celebrating as a community. A few attendees
pointed specifically to the style of music. Bill Dupp, a Castro
nightlife DJ, said that while he himself includes hip hop and rap
in his sets, “gangster hip hop” songs are not what gay pride is all
about. Top 100-style gay anthems by pop singers like Madonna,
Cher, Kylie Minogue, etc. would be more appropriate, said
Dupp.
Attendee Joshua Smith, who helped organize the Global Village
stage this year at Pink Saturday, responded by saying that the
Pink Saturday continues next page

w w w.dantestable.com
544 Castro St.
(415) 529-2797

Italian Restaurant, Cocktail Bar and Pizza Place
located in the heart of the Castro District
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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MUDPUPPY’S

®

TUB
& SCRUB
www.mudpuppys.com

Full-Service Bathing
and Grooming
for your best friend!
(cats too!)

in the heart
of The Castro
between 18th
and 19th.

536 CASTRO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94114
415-431-8899
MUDPUPPYS.COM

Service beyond your expectations.
Joan Loeffler
Realtor Associate
DRE# 01198078

415.816.1335
JoanLoeffler@zephyrsf.com
www.JoanLoeffler.com

Follow EVNA: facebook.com/eureka.valley
twitter.com/EurekaValley
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

cause trouble, said Chief Perea,
who noted that during this year’s
event several “validated” gangs
came into the event space. Chief
Perea said he made sure that gang
members knew their presence
was noticed by posting platoons
at the gate before they entered
and having them followed once
they got in. However, he said,
diverting officers to these tasks
and to large brawls creates a cop
Dyke March organizer Elizabeth Lanyon visibility “perception” problem,
discusses youth’s role in Pink Saturday
though if all police officers are
night’s discussion needed to take being diverted to another area to
into account viewpoints across handle a disturbance, the lack of
all demographics, including youth police visibility is actually a reality.
of color. Dyke March organizer
Rosa Hernandez noted that one How to step up safety
genre of music can’t be blamed What’s the solution for these
for the event’s problems.
issues? More private security?
An SFPD “police share”
Other attendees mentioned
with neighboring city forces?
making
the
event
more
According to The Sisters, there just
programmatically diverse by using
isn’t enough money for increased
the Castro Street Fair as a model.
private security, with Sister Selma
Right now, Pink Saturday party
Soul saying that the event is just
stages are mostly filled with music
barely breaking even and collects,
and dancing, with not much
on average, less than a dollar per
else goes on during the event.
attendee. Castro Community
One person mentioned leaving
Benefit President Andrea Aiello
the Frameline Film Festival at
noted that the CBD has been
the Castro Theatre and being
chipping in to help cover some of
bombarded by a sea of people
the costs of cleanup. And when it
all were looking around for
comes to outsourcing cops, Chief
something to do.
Perea said that police officers
The biggest discussion of the from other units in the Bay Area
evening, though, centered around may not have the type of training
crowd control and increased necessary to deal with the San
security presence. Chief Perea Francisco-style events.
said that he had 150 SFPD
Brian Hill of Castro Community
officers dedicated to the event and
on Patrol said a major problem for
could have used 35 more just on
the event is the access to alcohol.
Market Street, but that his station,
Although Selma Soul noted
like others around the city, is
that event goers are checked for
suffering from a staffing shortage,
weapons and alcohol before
with the city police department
going into the party, Hill observed
currently running at a 300 officer
that merchants inside the event’s
deficit. Perea said that during last
footprint sell alcohol and one
year’s event, he received requests
merchant was seen selling alcohol
for backup from officers on the
in to-go containers through a
beat and had to tell the officers he
store window. Other community
was unable to send them help. “It
members agreed that access to
makes me sick,” Perea admitted.
alcohol and open containers,
The problem does not lie with especially for minors, is a problem
the general crowd, but with those that leads to a more unruly crowd.
coming to the event specifically to
Pink Saturday continues page 11
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The Castro & Upper Market Retail Strategy

Public Safety in the Castro

By Orie Zaklad, EVNA Board Member

Over a year after its initial envisioning, the collaborative project
has been fully funded and will take place over the next year.
The goal – to improve the neighborhood’s retail character and
fill its vacant spaces. See www.CastroRetail.com.

By Scott Wiener, District 8 Supervisor

A few recent events in the Castro –
including violence during Pink Saturday,
shots fired on Collingwood Street, and the
killing of a member of our community
on Church Street – have rightfully caused
serious concern in the neighborhood.
The City and the community need to
work together to ensure that our streets are safe for residents
and visitors.

The Castro/Upper Market commercial corridor is the second
most active business district in San Francisco, with high
pedestrian activity and draw as both a tourist destination and
a “gay mecca.” Its retail vacancy rate of 6.9%, however, is
much higher than the City’s 3.8% average. New large-scale
construction projects, adding over 30,000 square feet of new We recently held a community meeting to discuss the future
ground floor space, threaten to push the neighborhood’s retail of Pink Saturday. This is an important community event, but it
vacancy rate even higher.
has been marred by significant challenges in the past few years.
The Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence have done a tremendous
To address the concern around vacancy, the Retail Strategy is
job working to manage the event, and I understand their
being created as a collaborative effort by the Castro/Upper
frustrations with the ongoing
Market Community Benefit
challenges around Pink
District (CBD), the Duboce
Saturday. At the community
Triangle
Neighborhood
meeting, we discussed
Association
(DTNA),
potential
solutions,
Castro Business
the Castro / Eureka
including ending the event
Valley
Neighborhood
is down up to 50%.
earlier and enacting more
Association (EVNA), and
specific access restrictions.
Castro Merchants (CM).
I will continue to engage
The project was funded
with the Sisters, the police,
with the support of
and other city departments
these organizations, local
to chart out a future for a
developers, grants from the
successful Pink Saturday.
Office of Economic and
Please help ensure that
Regarding public safety
Workforce Development
our local shops thrive by
beyond Pink Saturday,
(OEWD) and District 8
SHOPPing ON CASTRO during
the current situation isn’t
Supervisor Scott Wiener.
construction!
acceptable. We’re seeing
The primary aim of the
Castro Streetscape Improvement Project, June 2014. Photo Courtesy of more and more bad street
Retail Strategy initiative is
the Castro/Upper Market CBD. Photo by Steven Kyle Weller
behavior on and around Castro
to address the existing high
Street, at Jane Warner Plaza, and
vacancy rate and develop an actionable plan to fill new ground
throughout Upper Market. I’ve been working closely with the
floor retail in a manner that enables the commercial corridor
police to ensure more consistent and proactive public safety
to thrive, while preserving its unique character. It also aims to
approaches in the neighborhood. I also continue to ensure that
ensure a high quality of life for area residents, while maintaining
the city funds police academy classes in order to eliminate the
international draw as a tourist destination.
department’s staffing shortage. In the recently adopted budget,
Specific questions under consideration include:
I obtained funding for a pilot program in the Castro to address
1. What new businesses would residents like to see in the quality of life and public safety concerns with more patrolling
resources as well as social work support to get people into
neighborhood?
2. What mix of residents vs. international, national and regional services.
tourists visit the neighborhood commercial corridor?
The Castro is a wonderful place and we are all lucky to live
3. Why are some businesses vacating the neighborhood?
here. We all need to work together to ensure it’s a safe place
4. For which goods and services do local residents leave the for everyone.
neighborhood, and where do they go to buy them?
5. How can desired businesses be attracted to the neighborhood? Scott Wiener represents District 8 on the Board of Supervisors. More
information at www.scottwiener.com.

SHOP THE CASTRO!

Retail Strategy continues page 12
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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them to post any advertisements, and
It would only allow permanent residents also requires that they collect and remit
to rent out their homes for fewer than 30 the occupancy taxes on behalf of
their users. I’m pleased that one of the
days at a time if:
biggest platforms, AirBnB, has agreed to
• The unit is the primary place of remit taxes beginning October 1st after
residence
pressure from my office.
• The unit is occupied for at least threeHow to promote reasonable sharing of
quarters of the year
• The resident obtains liability insurance homes while effectively shutting down
• The resident registers the unit, illegal hotel conversions has proven to
maintains good standing, and renews be a complex policy issue. In the last
registration every two years with the two years, I’ve worked with a multitude
of stakeholders and residents to solicit
Planning Department
ideas and feedback on the legislation. In
To maintain good standing, the response to the Planning Commission
permanent resident cannot have any hearing in July and the first Land Use
outstanding city violations, including hearing earlier this week, I’ve made
building, planning, or nuisance violations; additional amendments to strengthen
cannot charge more than the monthly the legislation and increase enforcement.
allowable rent under rent control; cannot I will continue to do so as the legislation
violate any of the registration terms; and works its way through the committee in
must pay all transient occupancy taxes. the coming weeks.
Otherwise, their permission would be
suspended and they would be subject to I want to thank the Eureka Valley
Neighborhood Association for its
administrative and civil penalties.
engagement on this very important issue.
The legislation also regulates hosting I’m absolutely committed to getting the
platforms for the first time; these are policy details of the legislation right,
the individual or online entities that so that we are protecting our housing
facilitate short-term rental activity. and maintaining quality of life in our
The legislation requires that all hosting neighborhoods. I look forward to hearing
platforms inform their users of the local feedback from your upcoming meetings.
short-term rental laws before allowing
Chiu - Short-Term Rentals continued

EVN A
D e s i g n A wa r d s :
New in 2014
By Jack Keating

This year the Planning and
Land Use Committee [PLUC]
will be presenting awards to
projects in our neighborhood
that are exceptional. Called the
“PLUCky” Awards, they are
intended to recognize projects
in the neighborhood that stand
out in several areas and that
were completed in 2014.
Potential categories include
overall design, integrating well
into the existing neighborhood,
historic context, creative land
use or significant contribution
in retail/other use.
The Planning and Land Use
Committee seeks input from
neighbors. If you know of
an exceptional building or
project that fits into the above
categories, please nominate it!
Nominations will be accepted
from the membership through
October 15th. Submissions
should include the project
location, a brief description of
why it deserves an award, as well
as your contact information.
Nominations can be sent to:
planning@evna.org.
The PLUC will determine
winners at its November
committee meeting and winners
will be announced in the January
2015 Eureka!

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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Join us at the Fair!

Volunteer with EVNA at Castro Street Fair!

EVNA is again a beneficiary
of the Castro Street Fair. As a
beneficiary, EVNA will receive
a portion of the proceeds for
every volunteer hour we donate
to staff the event.
EVNA’s
Social
Committee invites
volunteers to help
staff the Castro
Street Fair. There
are more than a
dozen positions
to
choose
from and shifts
ranging
from
early morning to
evening.

Staffing the event is a lot of
fun, and provides so many
other benefits: meeting old and
new friends, helping carry on
the tradition of one of the last
remaining truly neighborhood
events, and helping
to raise money for
EVNA to carry
on with its mission
and outreach.

Neighbors’
Faves!

If you’d like to
help, please sign Neighbors share their favorite places in the ‘hood!
up today at the
link below. Be
sure to designate This issue’s Faves come from EVNA
“C/EVNA”
as
Member, James Kelm
your
sponsor
group, and if you have questions
Volunteer positions include roles or need help, just email me
Best In Show, 545 Castro
as gate donation collectors, stage (mark.mchale@evna.org). We’d
This independent shop offers some
hands, security, safety, set up love to see you there!
and tear down. Whatever your
great dog and cat supplies. The dog
interest, whatever time of the day, http://castrostreetfairvolunteer.
toys I’ve bought here are nearly
there’s likely a position just for eventbrite.com
indestructible – much higher quality
you.

History Facts Unveiling Celebration
Friday, October 3rd, 6:00 pm, Harvey Milk Plaza
By Alan Beach-Nelson, EVNA President and History Fact Committee Member

As reported in the
May-June edition
of The Eureka, as
part of the Castro
E
BEFOR
Streetscape
Improvement
Project,
the
Castro/Upper
Market Community Benefit District funded the “stamping” of 20
historical facts about Eureka Valley in the sidewalk. Facts were vetted
by several organizations and the CBD conducted outreach to the
community for additional facts and/or changes. Selected facts are
meant to convey interesting pieces of information and milestones
spanning the history of the neighborhood, from the original Native
American inhabitants to the present-day. Final list was selected May 8.
The facts will be unveiled during a ceremony on Friday, October
3 at 6PM. Come join us as we unveil these historical facts as a
tribute to the long and rich history of our neighborhood.
Criteria: 1) Credible sources, original source documentation is
ideal; 2) Castro/Eureka Valley centered; 3) Events/milestones in the
neighborhood that had a local or national impact; 4) Notes history of
official City landmarks. First two are mandatory. 3 and 4 are desirable.
Design: 1) 20 facts located in groups of two near leaning posts; 2)
Approx. 230 characters each; 3) Listed chronologically in a U-shape
on Castro. Pre-1776-1943 (1-10) on west side, Market to 19th and
1953-2013 (11-20) on east side, 19th to Market.

17 76

THE NATIVE YELAMU PEOPLE LIVE NEARBY
IN THE VILLAGE OF CHUTCHUI, RELOCATING
EACH WINTER TO THE BAYSIDE VILLAGE
OF SITLINTAC. A CREEK FLOWS PAST
GRASSLAND AND CHAPARRAL TOWARD
THE BAY ALONG THE PATH OF TODAY’S
18TH STREET.

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

than what I’ve found at chain stores.
Anchor Oyster Bar, 579 Castro
The secret has long been out that this
small restaurant offers one of the best
raw bars in SF. It’s a great place for
lunch or dinner. Come early because
the wait list for tables fills up quickly.
I’m QUEER but I’ll get
your deal STRAIGHT!

Katharine Holland

www.KatharineHolland.com DRE#01336487 415-378-2697

EVNA Membership Drive:
We NEED you!
EVNA is only as strong as our membership. A robust membership helps fulfill our mission to improve the neighborhood AND
provides much-needed clout with city agencies.
Please join or renew your membership today, http://evna.org/join.

September - October 2014
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Summary of Pink Saturday meeting
By Alan R. Beach-Nelson, and Mark D. McHale, EVNA Board:
"We know a lot of the people who attend aren't
part of the community, and aren't here to celebrate
Pride" Captain Daniel Perea, Mission Station
While this quote seems like it is
stating the obvious, the fact that it was
publicly acknowledged was, to me,
significant. It shows that there is official
acknowledgement of what the primary
issue is, and that steps have already been
taken to address the issue. Much like
the "Take Back The Night" Campaign,
we need to "Take Back our event." One
suggestion to doing so that resonated
with me personally was having very gay
focused music from across the spectrum
of today, 00s, 90s, 80s, 70s would show it
a celebration of our culture. I also loved
the suggestion of adding a drag show,
costume or gay fashion contest. It again
would show that this is a LGBT event,
celebrating our culture. Come celebrate it
with us, but if you are going to denigrate
it - stay away.

Local photographer Bill Wilson suggested, as
Mark McHale summed up issues and a way to generate revenue without charging
a mandatory gate fee and a method to quell
solutions aptly with this FB Post:
underage drinking, that next year’s event
Agreed:
organizers could sell wrist bands to people 21
• There’s a switch in the energy about
and over. These wristbands could gain people
8pm from friendly to dangerous
• The crowd is getting younger, drunker, entry into bars and make it easier to determine
who should or should not be drinking.
bolder, less local and less gay
• The impact on the neighborhood
during or after is not acceptable
• Sister’s of Perpetual Indulgence are
SAINTS for their efforts to keep it alive
Suggestions:
• Keep it - It’s a neighborhood and gay
institution, if we cancel, bad guys win
• Enforce an earlier shut down, i.e. 8pm
• Move the footprint inward - make it a
smaller event
• More police presence (although their
Global Village stage organizer Joshua Smith
efforts were lauded!)
• Music matters - what do you get when
The party continues?
you play gangsta rap?
• Emulate best practices of successful Most people at the meeting seemed to agree
fairs, aka the Castro Street Fair
that the city needs to significantly step up
its support, both financially and in terms of
safety resources, to help make the event a
success. Sister moderators mentioned that the
event is not currently run as an official city
event, so the group has not applied for the
grants from the city that groups like SF Pride
usually receive.

100+ people gathered at Eureka Valley Recreation Center to discuss Pink Saturday, give suggestions to
improve it and return the event to an LGBT event, celebrating our culture (Photo: Alan Beach-Nelson)

Serving the City
Since 1981!

Café –Restaurant – Catering
288 Noe Street at Market Street, San Francisco
415 431-7210 ◆ lamednoe.com

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

Pink Saturday continued from page 7
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Last night’s community discussion was
an opportunity for the Sisters, Supervisor
Wiener, and the SFPD to get feedback and
ideas for how to proceed with the future of
Pink Saturday. Sister Selma Soul said that
a decision on the issue would be made by
November at the latest.
Although no firm decisions were made at last
night’s event, there was consensus around
retaining the Pink Saturday celebration
by ending it earlier, securing it better, and
changing the programming to make the
Castro a safe space for people of all ages and
backgrounds to come and celebrate Pride.
Sister Mae Joy Be With You offered the final
invocation for the night, asking attendees to
think three, five, even 25 years into the future
with regards to Pink Saturday, and reminding
people to never underestimate the power of
small incremental changes.
Hopefully, whatever changes the Sisters and
City officials make regarding the future of
Pink Saturday, they will reflect the optimism
of Sister Mae Joy’s words.
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Retail Strategy from page 8

Extensive survey work will be completed to get a better
understanding of the district’s retail environment and the
perceptions of its customers, and will occur in several forms.
Surveys will target residents, local and tourist customers, as well
as merchants.
The Retail Strategy project will be divided into two phases
— the first, largely devoted to information gathering and the
second to strategic planning. A consultant team lead by Seifel
Consulting has been hired to lead the efforts. A Technical
Advisory Group (TAG) comprised of local merchants,
neighborhood organizations and business stakeholders will
continue to guide the process. By doing so, the Retail Strategy
work-team acknowledges previous efforts and incorporates
important, local knowledge.

Lisa’s
Hair
Design

421 Castro Street
(next to Castro Theatre)
Monday - Saturday,
10am - 7pm

415/626.6268
Receive 10% off your visit with this ad.

A public presentation will share findings of the Retail Strategy
Project in June 2015.
We will be looking for volunteers to help us with surveying
and other data collection strategies. If you are interested in
helping Castro & Upper Market become a thriving and bustling
commercial corridor, please visit www.CastroRetail.com and
sign up to stay informed. The website also contains important
project information such as TAG membership and a map of
the project study area.
For project inquiries please email info@castroretail.com.

Italian Restaurant, Full Bar
and Poetry Lounge
4072 18th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(415) 252-9325
www.poesiasf.com
“A tavola non si invecchia mai...”

Castro/Upper Market Community Benefit
District boundaries in purple
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association
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EVNA September Meeting Human Interest Presentation: Jessica Jirsa
Jessica Joy Jirsa is an urban plein air artist who has been painting in oils for over 20 years, inspired by the
beauty of the world around her. In early 2010 she moved to the Bay Area from South Dakota so she
could paint outside in all seasons. She started painting right outside the door of her sister’s home at Noe
and Hancock where she originally resided. Jessica and her easel continue to radiate out from that area as
she captures the new and old of the Castro while watching her
nephews grow from being babies to boys. Family, rainbows,
sunshine and great people with immense love and pride
for their neighborhood provide a never-ending source of
inspiration in the Eureka Valley. Jirsa’s wild brush strokes and
vibrant colors capture the energy of the streets and make for
paintings that jump off walls.
You can find permanent pieces of Jirsa’s work on display at
Harvey’s and Orphan Andy’s. Her work will be at City Art
Collective Oct 1st-Nov 1st, 2014 and Dec 3rd-Feb 1st, 2015,
at 828 Valencia, SF. Oakland and East Bay works will be at the
Uptown Nightclub Oct. 1st- Dec. 3rd, 2014, 1928 Telegraph
Ave, Oakland. See Jirsa’s full collection and a map of where
each was created at www.jjjirsa.com.

Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

September - October 2014
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Castro Hoodies - Stories from Hoodline

As you may have heard, the Castro Biscuit has moved over to Hoodline - San Francisco Neighborhood news. Biscuit founder Roy
McKenzie is still on the beat for Castro news, but now you’ll find him at http://hoodline.com.

After 30 Years, Escape From New The restaurant’s statement on Facebook Public Works project manager during
reads thusly:
the community planning phase, listed
York Pizza Bids Adieu To Castro
September 13, 2014, By Roy McKenzie

Next week, Escape from New York Pizza
(508 Castro St) will close up shop in the
Castro. The restaurant shared the news via
a note in its window, which bid the Castro a
fond, yet sorrowful farewell after nearly 30
years of serving Castro revelers and pizza
lovers. “Regrettably we have been forced to
sell our Castro store,” it reads.
We went inside and spoke with Trixie, one
of the pizza shop’s employees. When asked
if the closure was was related to a rent
increase, as so many others are, Trixie said
that was not the case, though rent was high.
She explained that because of expenses
related to upgrading old ovens, repairing
the interior, and providing employees with
healthcare benefits under the Affordable
Healthcare Act Employer Mandate starting
in 2015, the chain could no longer afford to
stay in the Castro.
The chain’s other five locations will remain
open, and the note in the window states that
Escape From New York lovers can still get
delivery from their Haight & Mission shops.
Next up
Even as Escape From New York leaves,
another business is already planned to
take its place. The next business has filed a
DBA (doing business as) with the Office of
Treasurer-Tax Collector for the restaurant
name “Oz.” According to Trixie, Oz will also
be a pizza shop. The new owners have also
posted a note in the back inviting current
employees to stay on for the next incarnation.
For now, the awning treatment has been
taken down and the decor inside the
restaurant removed. Escape From New
York’s last day was September 17th.

Goodbye, Bandidos; Hello, Hecho
Thu. September 11, 2014, By Roy McKenzie

As we reported earlier in the week, the
controversy surrounding the name of the
Castro’s newest restaurant, the Mexican spot
Bandidos, hit a fever pitch with activists
protesting that the term was offensive and
requesting that the new spot change its name.
This afternoon, the restaurant announced
on their Facebook page that they would
indeed be changing the name, with the
former Bandidos now to be called “Hecho,”
which is Spanish for “made.”
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

“As small business owners, we have been saddened
that unknowingly the name of the restaurant we
recently opened has offended people. This was never
our intention and we feel horribly about it, so we
have decided to change the name. We hope that the
focus of the restaurant can be on our creative food,
delicious drinks and fun atmosphere where everyone
feels welcome, and not what is written above our
door. We have always wanted to celebrate Mexican
culture, food and drinks, and never would want
anyone to feel like they were being discriminated.

Therefore, as of today, the wonderful space at 2200
Market Street will be known as HECHO! The new
name is Spanish for “made” as in Hecho en Mexico
or Hecho en SF. We take this to mean different
things for different people, no matter where they are
from. Since our menu is inspired by Mexican cuisine
but has a San Francisco twist to it, we believe that
this is an appropriate name that means we are not
just one specific style, we are “made” everywhere.”
And with that, it appears the Castro’s latest
restaurant drama has come to a close.

improvements to the plaza that are slated to
include:
• expanded sidewalk area to shorten
crossings along Market Street
• reconfigured pedestrian crossings within
plaza
• expanded sidewalk adjacent to existing
planters near Market St.
• new colored asphalt for Jane Warner Plaza
• ADA compliant warning pavers at key
spots near F-Line tracks
Additional improvement will be replacing
the temporary police barriers at the east end
of the plaza with a new decorative metal
gate that matches the art deco design of the
Castro Theatre marquee.

37

Castro Streetscape to Miss Deadline
Fri. September 5, 2014, By Roy McKenzie

The Bay Area Reporter’s Matthew Bajko
reported back from the Castro Merchants
meeting yesterday that due to manufacturer
delays in some parts needed to complete
the streetscape improvement project by the
Castro Street Fair, the project completion
date will be delayed until mid-October.
Not to worry, however, the bulk of the
project including the sidewalks, the street
repaving, the rainbow crosswalks, the tree
planting, and the historical etchings in the
sidewalks will be completed
by the street fair, but the
street lights and poles for
the Muni overhead wires
will come after the project.
The steel support structures
for the poles, which were
supposed to be delivered
August 30th won’t come till
late September.
The Ghilotti Brothers,
the crew working on
the project, will also be
starting improvements to
Jane Warner Plaza postCastro Street Fair. Nick
Perry, Department of
September - October 2014
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E Meet
UDream
R Real
E
K
A
Your
Estate
Team.
VA L L E Y
There’s Power in Numbers

A team approach wins the day in today’s
hypercompetitive real estate market.
• Homeowners right here in the neighborhood
who know your housing market.
• Experienced investment property owners, with insight
for you on landlord and tenant relationships.
• Buyer, seller and/or investor; We are your guide
to this complex real estate market.

The Swann Group SF
Rachel 415.225.7743
or David 415.637.6825
Info@TheSwannGroupSF.com
TheSwannGroupSF.com
BRE Lincense # 01860456
BRE Lincense # 01779702

Eureka Valley Real Estate Report
Period

# of Homes Sold Median Days on Market Median Price Percent Sold At Or Over Asking

11.13 - 2.14 11

28

$2,040,000

90.27%

Contact us and we can provide you with a more detailed report, including property specifics.

The Evolution of Castro Street
Photos courtesy SFMTA Photography Department & Archive and Alan Beach-Nelson (9/19/20140

As work continues on the Castro Streetscape improvement project, we bring you these historic and current photos for a little
then and now. We’ll do a biger version after the project is complete.

Castro Street looking South from 400 Castro, 1911 & 2014
Castro/Eureka Valley Neighborhood Association

18th & Castro, 1912 & 2014.
September - October 2014

18th & Castro, 1912 & 2014. In the 1912 photo you can see
the “grand” arch of the former Castro Theatre, where Clift’s is
now, and the newly installed Rainbow Honor Walk plague today.
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T he S unny H eart

of

San Francisco
www

.EVNA.org

Advertise

with

EVNA
PO Box 14137
San Francisco, CA
94114
www.evna.org

Castro/EVNA

Eureka! is distributed to over 3,500 addresses in
Castro/Eureka Valley and Civic leaders.
2014 Advertising Rates:
Ad size
W H 1 issue 3 issues 6 issues
Bus Card 1.8 3.5
$50
$130
$225
1/6 page
3 3.5
$75
$200
$360
1/4 page
4
5
$120
$325
$550
1/2 page
8
5
$250
$550 $1,000
Full-page
8 10
$350
$950 $1,750
Contact Alan.Beach@EVNA.org to advertise.

board@evna.org

Getting Involved
Being Informed

President’s Column, Alan Beach-Nelson

Join us at Castro/EVNA’s Bimonthly Public Meeting,
September 24, featuring: Short-Term Rental legislation from
David Chiu; A Panel on Quality of Life crime issues,
information on Castro Cares and the art of Jessica Jirsa.

Join EVNA
online at http://evna.org/join or via check payable to EVNA,
PO Box 14137, San Francisco, CA 94114
Type of Membership:
 Individual: $20  Household (2 people): $30  Business: $40

Name(s)_______________________________________________

Organization/Business: ___________________________________

Address:______________________________________________

City:________________ Zip:____________ Phone:_____________

E-mail(s):______________________________________________

EVPA (dba EVNA) is a California non-profit public benefit corporation

HOT Topics
• Please Be Sure to Shop in the Castro during construction! Due to the
Castro Improvement Project, many businesses are experiencing as much as a
50% reduction in business. While there is sure to be an uptick in business after
complettion, we are in the home stretch, but they still need our business!
• Castro Street Fair - Call for Volunteers! Castro Street Fair, Sunday,
October 5 - EVNA is again a beneficiary of the Castro Street Fair. This is one
of our largest sources of funding and helps us keep our memberships fees low.
Last year our volunteers earned a rate of nearly $30 per hour for EVNA! If
you are interested in volunteering for two hours or more, please contact Social
Committee Chair, Mark McHale, Mark.McHale@EVNA.org
• The Neighborhood Empowerment Network’s NEN Awards are coming
back to City Hall for their 7th year! The NEN Awards are dedicated to elevating
and celebrating the tremendous work that residents and organizations do every
day to make our City an amazing and innovative place to live. As is the tradition
with the awards, they need your help to find this year’s winners! Visit http://
empowersf.org/nenawards/ for categories and to nominate. The ceremony will be
held in the rotunda of City Hall in January 2015. Get your nominations in today!
• Philz Coffee at 4023 18th Street is hoping to move to a bigger space in the
current location of Supervisor David Chiu’s California Assembly campaign
headquarters at 549 Castro Street. Philz Coffee project coordinators have gone to
several neighborhood organizations, including Castro Merchants, Corbett Heights
Neighbors group and EVNA’s Planning and Land Use Committee (PLUC), to
explain their planned move from the 18th Street location to Castro Street. Based
on initial feedback from the PLUC, despite this being a Formula Retail Use, the
Committee and the EVNA Board is likely to support the project.
• Soulcycle proposes a new fitness center at 400 Castro Street. Soulcycle
studios offer a stationary bicycle rhythm based group cycling exercise experience
lasting approximately 45-minutes. Soulcycle typically operate 6AM - 10PM
weekdays, 7 - 7 weekends. Representatives from Soulcycle have presented to
EVNA’s Planning and Land Use Committee (PLUC). Additional details are being
gathered in order for the PLUC and then the Board to take a formal position
given Soulcycle’s Formula Retails status.
• Swedish American Hall project Update: The elevator has been installed,
approved by the state and is undergoing final tests! The restaurant, bar and events
spaces are mid build-out and we hope to open the first of the spaces by late fall.
You may have noticed a posted sign for our entertainment permit, we had to reapply as a condition of transferring ownership from the previous tenants. The
hearing will be 10/21 at 5:30pm at City Hall!
• LGBTQ Connect, Friday, October 17th 10am- 3:00pm, SF LGBT Community
Center, 1800 Market. Sponsored by Project Homeless Connect, AIDS Housing
Alliance, Blue Shield and SF LGBT Community Center. We hope to create a
one-day, multiple-services event for members of the LGBTQ Community who
lack stable housing or face barriers that either have or could lead to homelessness.
While LGBTQ focused, no one will be denied access to services.
• Volunteers wanted To Break Down Jane Warner Plaza (JWP)
Furniture: The Castro CBD is looking for volunteers to take over the daily
breakdown of the red tables & chairs at JWP. Nearby Orphan Andy’s and The
Café have been handling the task nightly for several years, and the CBD wants to
find other community groups interested in shouldering the task. The idea is to get
a rotation of volunteers involved so no one group gets burnt out. If interested,
contact Andrea Aiello at 415/500-1181 or execdirector@castrocbd.org.

